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About This Game

Choose from 100 SWAT officers or 100 terrorists and build the ultimate SWAT team or the deadliest terrorist organization.
Undergo actual SWAT tactics and marksmanship training - then strap on the Kevlar for real where adversaries pursue their

criminal agenda while reacting to your every move.

15 SWAT and 15 terrorist missions (or create your own)

K-9 units, explosive experts, snipers, helicopters, armored vehicles

Flashbangs, hand grenades, gasoline, entry explosives, MP5 submachine guns, hooligan tools
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Title: Police Quest: SWAT 2
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Yosemite Entertainment
Publisher:
Sierra
Release Date: 30 Jun, 1998

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 7 compatible AMD / NVIDIA graphics card

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible

Additional Notes: Integrated video devices not supported

English
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Make sure the straps are tight.. Finally! Now release SWAT 4, please.

*reminiscing* The SWAT series game genre are really eclectic, isn't it? The first SWAT was a point and click adventure game,
this second version is an RTS game, and the third and fourth game are FPS.... Unplayable. Game crashes when loading
scenarios. Good game played it at a friends houser.. What a great game so far. Why can't there be more games that are Real
time tactical based in a modern setting. Rather than all that fantasy stuff. To those that buy this, you will have to google Swat 2
manual and read the instruction manual to learn how to play the game. There's no tutorial in this game. Still a great game though.
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Can't play the game. I dont see the mapoverview where action happens, just the grey\/violet background. Does anybody has an
idea how to fix this problem?. i just got the game and i cant start it works tho but idk what to do
. This game is awesome. By modern standards some of the gameplay can be frustrating, but when you figure out the quirks of
getting your officers to do what you want them to do it's a lot of fun. On the missions with badguys with booby traps it does take
some strategizing to complete them without blowing your guys up.

People having trouble with the game being choppy - Shrink the size of the main game window and it will run wonderfully. This
game is almost 20 years old. In this era developers were just making everything up as they went, and clearly they weren't
thinking about how to code it to fill up a 1900x1200 screen efficiently. The way a 2D game worked in that era is basically
putting countless little graphics up on the screen at once, and the game simply gets swamped.

One thing I'd like to see with a lot of these old games is some of the original software they used to create missions. It would be
fun to go back in and edit the original missions to make them more difficult or complex, and create some new content. This
game does have a map constructor but it's pretty pointless and you can't really create actual missions.. Love this game... Funny
to think I couldnt run it back in the day....Bought Immediately

Bout time its on steam.. Unplayable. Game crashes when loading scenarios and when you do manage to get into a mission the
screen is grey.. its was better in my memories... but I can still say thank to this for giving me happy hours back in time :D (Still
waiting for Swat 4 on Steam). *Insert Sarcasm Here*

I don't think this game is laggy enough.... it is good, but it is super Jenky, and it is like 4 FPS no matter what kinda machine it is,
This makes me wish Devs and Publishers would at least try to make sure these games ran properly on modern PCs. worse case
senario is i pay alittle more for a Retro game, but it should work before i buy, not buy then find forum threads on how to fix the
state it is in now. and it is playable, but the Lag and Jenkyness and the FPS rate means you tell an officer to do something, and 2
minutes later he does and then he gets shot because magiclly the bad guy pulls a gun but you cant see it cause it takes another 3
for the bad guy to be displayed with the gun. so yeah, as said you can play, it just going to be hard.. OMG Bring back me to my
childhood.

Old game still the best.

I was little sad when I bought it and Can't start it , get the windows error 0xc0000022,

After reseach on the internet, I found a solution :

FIXED :

https:\/\/neosmart.net\/wiki\/0xc0000022\/

Causes of this Error

This error has been known to occur as a result of one or more of the following:

Cause 1: Access rights are set incorrectly

The most common cause of this error is a Windows application that is unable to access the other files that are necessary for it to
work.

Cause 2: System files are damaged or corrupt

The other common cause is a Windows system file that became corrupt because of a disk write error.

Fixing \u201c0xc0000022\u201d on Windows
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Fix #1: Check for permission issues

If the 0xc0000022 is trigged by a specific application and you\u2019re able to identify which application was it, check for its
permission configuration to make sure they are set correctly.

To do so, follow these steps:

Right-click on the application that triggered the error. This can either be the shortcut on your Desktop or the .exe file of the
application installed, available in My Computer.
Choose Properties
Go to the Security tab
Change permissions for all the Administrators, Power Users and System to Allow Full Control
Click Apply

Fix #2: Check for DLLs with accessibility issues

If the error is caused by a DLL file, you can identify which file triggered this error by installing and running the Process
Monitor tool from Microsoft:

Download and run the Process Monitor tool
Run the application that triggered the 0xc0000022 error
Wait for the error to appear
Click File
Select Capture Events
Select Filter (or you can press the CTRL and L keys) to open Processs Monitor Filter
Filter out all the lines that don\u2019t belong to the application that caused this error
Search for events with the result column as ACCESS DENIED
Once you\u2019ve identified the DLL file with ACCESS DENIED, follow these steps:

Go to the folder where the application that caused this error is installed
Right-click on the DLL file
Select Properties
Go to the Security tab
Click Continue
Click Add
At Enter the object names to select, type users
Click Check Names and then OK
Set the access levels for the new added user to Read & Execute and Read access

MY DLL IN PROBLEM WAS dplayx.dll, I used Security tab to put me the Owner and put Users ALL ACCESS

And now my game start and I can play.. This is a great game, and you should play it.
However, as critically acclaimed as this game is, it was critically acclaimed 20 years ago.
You should be prepared for awkward controls, low resolution, and some weird AI.
Other than that, would recommend. Like SWAT 1, it's a nostalgia machine.
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